
Punishment 

(By: traptactorv1) 

Knowing that I've been a bad boy and I need to be punished I follow Master's 
directions. I walk into my bathroom and get a bar of Lever 200 ready with a black 
washcloth, and a toothbrush. I plug the sink and put the Lever 2000 and the washcloth 
in and turn the hot water on. 

After it fills for a little while. I take the washcloth and the soap out of the sink and 
lather the cloth until it is completely covered in white Lever 2000 soap. The cloth is 
so lathery, you can't even tell that it's a black washcloth.  

I drop the bar of soap back in the hot water. Up until this point its been easy now 
comes the hard part.  

I raise the sudsy washcloth up to my face and cringe as I am about to open my mouth 
and shove the cloth in. I smell the lemony scent of the soap. I reluctantly open my 
mouth and even more reluctantly bring the suds covered cloth to my mouth and insert 
it. I remember that Master said to scrub and not miss any spots I slowly start to move 
the cloth around soaping every inch of my mouth. I pay special attention to my 
tongue, teeth, and gums.  

After I feel I've been sufficiently scrubbed. I fold the cloth a few times into a moist 
frothy lump and insert it into my mouth.  

I can't find a bathbrush as Master instructed so I find a large hairbrush instead, I strip 
naked and I hold the very end of it that way I can get the most leverage and proceed 
to spank my bare ass repeatedly. Alternating between cheeks. I moan into the cloth 
gag and produce bubbles because it hurts really badly after I feel I've spanked myself 
enough, I put the hairbrush back in the drawer.  

I thankfully take the frothy cloth out of my mouth finally but then I realize what 
Master's next instruction was to put the whole bar in my mouth. I remove the cloth 
and drop it back in the water. The bar has been sitting in the water for a while now 
and it is rather mushy.  

I pick it up out of the water and insert it in my mouth I scrub my tongue and all 
around my mouth I see that the next instruction is to put the soap in my mouth with it 
sticking out and stand in the corer like that for 30 minutes.  

I believe Master has exaggerated a little bit and not like he is ever going to find out or 
be able to do anything about it, so I decide 10 minutes would be sufficient I set the 
egg timer and stand in the corner for what seems like forever I can only imagine 
how  it would have been if I did it for 30 minutes.  



After the timer rings, I pull the soap out and get the toothbrush. I wet the toothbrush 
and proceed to brush my teeth for a little while. I know Master said not to rinse but 
he'll never know any better and the soap taste is stinging and tastes awful so I get a 
big cup of water and rinse repeatedly.  

After all the rinsing I can still taste the soap and I decide I will definitely never call 
Master a name again. 
 


